Deluxe Driver for Second Year as Student Body President

Austin College Wind Symphony Rides to Lords; Delivers The Gift of Music Near and Far

Alumni Spreads of Women’s Health Focus

College Shares for Holiday Spirit with Special Events

Health Services and Information Technology Recognized for Outstanding Service

Your Gifts Have Made a Difference

Happy Holidays from everyone at Austin College! The campus will be closed for Christmas and New Year holidays from December 23 – January 4.

Dear [Name],

As the holiday season winds down, we wish to thank you for your continued support of Austin College and all that we do to achieve our mission.

[Message or article about events, achievements, and/or fundraisers]

[Contact information for giving]

Because of you, Austin College has been able to adapt and innovate to deliver our mission, regardless of the challenges this year has brought.

Thank you for all your generosity makes possible here!
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